IN order of
comfort, we have:
BMW, KTM, Buell

THE KTM is the
funster of the pack
wide bars, an extremely comfortable seat
and a digital instrument panel which gives
you all the information you’ll ever need –
including how much fuel you’ve got left.
The BMW’s tank range is massive, with
200 miles possible between fill-ups if you
take it steady. And steady is comfortable,
too, thanks to that plush seat and a screen
that is effective and adjustable.
On the down side, the BM’s pegs are
slightly higher than the KTM’s, meaning
it’s less roomy and comfortable over
distance for taller riders. Also, air seems to
pass around the headlight and top fairing,
resulting in wind rushing around your
lower body. Not great in winter, but it is
bearable. It’s easy to see why the GS is so
popular for long distance touring.
Although the KTM’s 990cc V-twin
powerplant is very different to the BMW’s
1200cc boxer, 95mph turns up at the same
5500rpm in top. And, as with the GS, you
can sit there all day. The hand guards keep
your mitts out of the cold and the riding
position is comfy (especially for taller
riders). On the down side, the seat is thin

and lacks the plushness of either the
BMW or Buell, although the KTM’s
weather protection is the best of the
bunch. So much so that, at 70mph, you
can ride with your visor up – without your
eyes streaming like an Oscar winner
halfway through an acceptance speech.
After around 140-150 miles, you’ll want
to start looking for fuel; reserve should
last you another 30 miles. The KTM’s
twin filler caps fill twin tanks - but they’re
connected by a pipe in the middle.

PERFORMANCE/ FUN FACTOR

AFTER heading back up north en masse,
we turn off the M62 near Howden and
begin the fast ride to Scarborough.
I’ve been riding these roads almost
every summer weekend for the last 10
years and could probably ride them
blindfold – and, to be honest, I might as
well be doing that now. The Buell’s
headlights are a joke – we’d be better off
using the light off my mobile. Main beam
isn’t much better, and trying to attack the
fast section from Driffield to Staxton is

scary – even for a local like myself.
The high-speed weave remains apparent
on these roads and worsens when surface
conditions deteriorate. Long, 100mph
sweepers are heart-in-the-mouth affairs.
It’s as if someone at Buell has replaced the
fork springs with a Slinky. There’s no
damping at all, and overall they are way
too soft. If you hit the brakes hard, the
front end begins to bury itself into the
tarmac as if digging for gold, while the
headlight ends up illuminating nothing
more than a few feet in front.
Engine-wise, the Buell’s big Harleyreplica, air-cooled 1200cc V-twin
certainly has some grunt and sounds
impressively potent. It’s enough to lift the
front in first or second gear with the
merest whiff of clutch (although the bike’s
stumpy wheelbase has a hand in this, too).
But it’s still no match for the other two.
Flat-out, the KTM and Beemer start to
romp ahead and, even though I know the
road like the back of my hand and ride as
hard as I dare, on the Buell I simply can’t

ALL of these bikes
come into their
own on North
Yorkshire’s roads
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